DRAFT AGENDA

Extraordinary meeting

Monday 9 March 2015, 21.30 – 22.30

Strasbourg

Room: Winston Churchill (200)

1. Adoption of agenda

*** Electronic vote ***

2. Union system for supply chain due diligence self-certification of responsible importers of tin, tantalum and tungsten, their ores, and gold originating in conflict-affected and high-risk areas

DEVE/8/00382


Rapporteur: Bogdan Brunon Wenta (PPE) PA – PE539.796v03-00

for the opinion:

Responsible: INTA – Iuliu Winkler (PPE) PR – PE546.838v01-00

Opinions: AFET Reinhard Bütikofer (Verts/ALE) PA – PE544.315v01-00

BUDG – Decision: no opinion

AM – PE546.673v01-00

ITRE – Decision: no opinion

• Adoption of draft opinion
*** End of electronic vote ***

3. Any other business